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Level 10, 3 Wounds, Very Heavy armor and ring of -1 Wound per attack. 

 Very heavy weapon, black sword, +2 to hit or +1 Wound, base 3 Wounds. 

 Paired light shortswords, counts as parrying weapon, 1d10+8 to hit, base 1 Wound. 

 

TALENTS 

 

 Bolster Undead. Rested. Focus action (upgrades to move). All undead in your arena and adjacent 

arenas ignore the first Wound they receive from any attack, even from blessed sources. Affect up to 

30 Wounds of undead. 

 

 Counter Energy.** Rested. Cast during the defend/protect phase, this spell allows you to intercept 

any magic cast directly at you. Both the one you intercept and you roll 1d10, add 10. On a tie, they 

cancel each other out. If you get a higher success, the spell is cancelled and the other spellcaster takes 

1 Wound. If you lose, the spell works and you take 1 Wound. This can also counter holy energy. You 

are immune to the magic radiation of the Scavenger Lands and the Scar. 

 

 Incorporealize.** Rested. Focus action. You can create undead out of lingering powerful emotions 

of someone who died, or from cremated ashes. You no longer need intact corpses. This talent 

modifies the “Raise” talents, it does not function on its own. 

o Incorporeal undead can only be struck by a blow “to the face” or magic, and can only be 

injured by magic weapons or spells. They can move through solid objects. When they strike, 

they do 1 Wound as death energy is infused into a living system. They can fly 2 arenas a 

round if they choose. 

 

 Master of the Living.** Constant. 1d10+12 to intimidate or resist intimidation. If intimidating, the 

total is the terror or horror inflicted on viewers. 

 

 Quicken Undead. Rested. Move action. All undead in your arena and adjacent arenas (when 

casting—you do not need to stay close to them) get to act twice each round, and gain 1 Wound. This 

lasts for about ten minutes, and when the spell is over, all the affected undead lose 1 Wound (possibly 

destroying them.) You can affect up to 30 Wounds of undead. 

 

 Rouse the Dead.** Rested. Focus action. You can spend up to 10 Awesome Points, converting those 

points into Wounds or Death Talents for undead servitors. You can raise one or more corpses in your 

arena. Those with more than 1 Wound will have basic intelligence. 

 

 Shrivel Soul. Arena. Range action. Hit all targets in your arena with Horror, difficulty of 1d10 + your 

level. Mindless creatures, undead, and otherworldly beings are immune. 

 

DEATH TALENTS 

 

o Paralyzer. Arena. If it touches a target with a hand or appendage, not a weapon, the target must test 

Commitment difficulty 10 or be immobilized for about a minute, unconscious and vulnerable. 

o Tough. Constant. It can ignore the first Wound dealt by any attack. 

 

Wraiths. Incorporeal spirits pulled from the pits of flesh and bone too far gone to animate physically. 

1 Wound. Only injured by blow “to the face,” magic weapons, or spells. Do 1 Wound, death energy. An 

injured target test Commitment difficulty 10 or be immobilized for a minute. Can fly 2 arenas a round. 


